Toni Thornton Art
Delivering beautiful, collectible abstract artworks worldwide

Brochure
www.tonithorntonart.com

®

"Our important connections with interior
designers continue to inspire the creation of
beautiful, abstract artworks."
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About
Established in 2017, Toni Thornton Art is an abstract art business
supplying beautiful artworks worldwide. Each piece within the Toni
Thornton Art collection has been lovingly designed by Toni herself,
offering elegance, drama, decoration and interest to any interior space.

Our services
Our dedicated team are committed to supporting you in choosing artwork for
your interior design projects. Toni Thornton Art offers an extensive range of
products, from limited edition abstract prints to original and sculptural pieces,
all of which are set to make a statement within your schemes. We are proud to
offer a service where each piece will be made exclusively for you and your
interior projects.
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Original and Bespoke Artwork
Abstract artwork has the power to transform an interior space. Toni devotes her talent
and creative energy into every single artwork produced here at Toni Thornton Art.
Toni can create artwork bespoke to your brief and measurements, ensuring the artwork
is encased within a beautiful frame of your choice. We offer a bespoke service every
step of the way, making sure artwork only leaves our studio when you and your clients
are 100% satisfied. With the help of interior designers like yourself, we can continue to
create inspiring artwork for beautiful interior spaces.
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Whether you decide to invest in an original piece or commission a
painting to be created bespoke to you, Toni's creative expertise
and eye for detail will be sure to make a statement within your
chosen interior space. Each original piece Toni creates is one of a
kind.
After a discussion with Toni, she can work with your plans and
create artwork to enhance your/your client's surroundings. Each
original painting is delivered with a certificate of authenticity to
secure the artworks' value for future years.
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Bethany Riley Interiors
Bespoke Artwork Testimonial
“I asked Toni to create 5 original pieces for a super important
project and within the first few minutes of our initial meeting I
knew how amazing the results were going to be. Her creativity is
unmatched and she takes the time to really get to know her
clients’ wants and needs. With only a couple of samples available
at the time, Toni created a colour palette based on these as well
as images and videos of our vision board.

We asked for the large piece of
artwork to have 3D elements and
to be super personal to our clients
in a subtle way. When I went to
Toni’s studio to view the pieces I
couldn’t actually believe how
much she had nailed the brief – the
pieces were even more stunning
and thoughtful than I ever could’ve
imagined. We’re so excited to
work with Toni again in the future,
she is one of a kind!"
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Limited Edition Prints
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Our fine art canvas prints are produced using an 8 colour Latex fine art printing
process and hand finished by one of the UK’s most experienced canvas framing
teams. Each print is produced on 360gsm fine art canvas and is available in a
range of sizes with various framing options.
All of our prints are limited edition, meaning that only 100 of each print will be
produced. Each one will be hand signed and numbered once purchased.
Here at Toni Thornton Art, we can also provide various commercial print options
to suit larger/multiple interior spaces and we would be happy to assist you and
talk through your plans and ideas.
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Limited Edition Prints
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Whether your space is calling for the drama of
moody waters or the serenity of delicate
florals, Toni Thornton Art has a wide range of
limited edition prints to suit any interior
space.
The abstract nature of many of the prints
available means they can be turned in any
orientation you prefer and hand signed
accordingly by Toni.

Artwork is an integral element of any living
space. Whether you are in search of artwork for
your home, office or any other wall space,
artwork plays a key role in creating the right
atmosphere.
Toni Thornton Art is proud to offer an extensive
abstract collection of artworks. By investing in
us, we hope you lose yourself in our beautiful
collection of artwork.

Limited Edition Prints
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Framing Options for Limited Edition Prints
Artwork can be framed in either our classic 19mm or 38mm tray frame option. Each
style of frame is beautiful in its own right and will complement a wide range of
interior spaces.
The following options apply to our fine art print collection.

19mm Classic Frame
The classic frame is similar to a traditional frame, where the canvas is inserted, and
the frame slightly overlaps the canvas. These frames have a smooth finish.

Depth from wall
Face width
Rebate width
Rebate depth

23mm
22mm
9mm
17mm

Our 19mm canvases can be framed in either black, white, brown, gold or silver frames.

38mm Tray Frame
With our tray frame option, there is a slight gap between the canvas edge and the
frame, giving the illusion that the artwork is floating. These frames have a wooden
texture.

Depth from wall
Face width (frame)
Rebate width (gap)
Base width
Rebate depth

Our 38mm canvases can be framed in either black, white or deep brown frames.
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55mm
12mm
5mm
32mm
40mm

Framing Options for Bespoke and Original Artwork
The options are endless when it comes to framing your commissioned artworks.
Original and commissioned artworks can be framed according to your specifications
and the commercial space at an additional cost. This additional cost will depend on
the size of your artwork, alongside the style of frame you choose. Each of Toni's
original pieces are framed at our trusted framers which we visit regularly.
Your chosen frame will be discussed with one of our team members at the time of
commission. We are happy to send across images and samples of any frame choice
available in response to your schemes.

Commissioned Artwork - Framing
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Hand
Embellishment
Each artwork from our limited edition print
collection is produced using an 8 colour Latex fine
art printing process and hand finished by one of the
UK’s most experienced framing teams. Each canvas
print is of the highest quality, with the clarity of
each brushstroke visible to the eye.
Each piece from our limited edition print collection
can be hand embellished by Toni with a colour/s of
your choosing for an additional fee. Hand
embellishment refers to when Toni works back into
the canvas print with an added palette of your
choice, perhaps a similar tone that exists within
your interior space or to add a metallic edge to the
painting.
If hand embellishment is something you are looking
to incorporate within your chosen artwork, please
feel free to email us at info@tonithorntonart.com.
Any hand embellishment would be discussed and
approved before work is completed, the form is to
get an initial idea of what the client is hoping for,
but we would discuss this in much more detail
beforehand.
Alongside filling in the form, please feel free to send
us as many images of your space as possible as this
will give us Toni a clearer idea of what will work in
your interior.

Worldwide shipping on
hand embellished prints
takes approximately 4-5
weeks, although this would
be discussed at the time of
ordering to ensure the
client time frames are met.
This service excludes prints
from our land and sea
collection, and both Lydia
Millen and the Style
Sisters’ collections.
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Hand embellishment
can help make your
limited edition print
unique to you by
adding in an accent
colour to match your
space and enhancing
the texture within
each piece.

Hand Embellishment
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Luxury Cushion Covers
Our Toni Thornton Art cushion covers have been created using carefully
selected sections of our abstract and floral print collections along with
carefully curated sections taken from our collaboration projects.
Cushions play a key role in accentuating the aesthetics of many interior
spaces. Whether you are looking to make a statement in your
environment, or you are looking for a more subtle solution to revitalise
the space, our cushion covers can balance and complement your
schemes perfectly.
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Metropolitan

Beauty

Tempest

Cosy Storm

Intrigue

Au

By the River

Midnight Sky

Oak Burl

Our luxury cushion covers are made to an incredible quality. Our machine washable
designs are packaged with care instructions in branded sleeve packaging. Every detail
of the luxury cushion covers has been carefully considered, including the hidden zip
detail and stunning piping work, allowing for a highly sophisticated finish. To allow for
a plump, full cushion, please check sizing specifications when purchasing as we
recommend an insert that is approximately 5cm larger than the cushion cover size. As
always, for more information or guidance, please feel free to contact the studio with
any questions and we will be happy to assist you.

Luxury Cushion Covers
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Trade Accounts
The Toni Thornton Art team aspire
to support you in creating
interior
designed
exquisitely
spaces. Our important connections
with interior designers will continue
to inspire the creation of beautiful
abstract artworks.
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Why hold a trade account with us?
Since launching in 2017, we are proud to have worked with
many individual interior designers and companies in the UK and
abroad on projects all over the world. We believe that
incorporating Toni’s creative direction whilst encouraging your
creative input is the key to creating beautiful interior spaces.
By tailoring our services to you and your clients, Toni Thornton
Art can synchronise the aesthetics within many environments.
We have seen a lot of our limited edition prints find their way
into mood boards and schemes, with a large percentage then
making their way onto the walls when the initial vision comes to
life. We have had great feedback and found these prints gave
the designer a real edge when going through these visions with
their respective clients. The hand embellishment option is also
available on our limited edition prints and can help tie the
design together, such as by adding an accent colour to the
artwork similar to the tones within the interior.
Toni has also been involved with more in-depth discussions
with designers when projects required something of more of a
bespoke nature. Whether it be over the phone, email or
meetings at our studio, the artwork can be adapted perfectly to
fit the brief and a real statement piece can be created to give
the project a truly unique edge. The size of the piece and frame
it sits in can also be handpicked by the client, with samples
available along the way if needed.
In January 2022 we decided to
streamline this process by offering a
select amount of trade account
spaces. This will allow us to work
closely with our existing clients as
well as welcome any new designers.
If your trade account is approved,
your business will receive a
complimentary Toni Thornton Art
premium sample pack. Inside you will
also find our catalogued product
portfolio alongside your exclusive
membership card. Our bespoke
membership cards also contain your
company’s
pre-approved
and
individual discount code.
In holding an account with us, we
hope that we can work together to
create beautiful artwork for your
interior design projects.
For more information regarding our exclusive trade accounts, please contact us at
info@tonithorntonart.com, head to our website at tonithorntonart.com/trade-accounts/ or contact
the studio directly on 01977809048.

Trade Accounts
tonithorntonart.com
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Our Clients
These testimonials give a small insight into some of the amazing clients Toni has had the
pleasure of working with. To see more examples and reviews, please see our tagged page
on Instagram too @t_thornton_art

Cloud Interiors
“Toni is an absolute pleasure to work with and her
artwork is stunning! She uses such calming colours
that suit a variety of spaces and add a luxury feel to
a room. The frames are really high quality and the
overall look of the work is exceptional. They arrive
very well packaged from the courier too so you can
order online with complete confidence. I highly
recommend Toni if you’re looking for some
beautiful artwork.”

Tec-Lifestyle
“I have been lucky enough to work alongside Toni
on many occasions using her gorgeous pieces of
art to complement our interior design projects. She
understands the brief, palette and style required.
The movement and textures in her paintings are
exciting and work perfectly in our contemporary
interiors. I couldn’t recommend Toni enough, she is
incredibly talented and I look forward to many more
collaborations in the near future.”

Interior Styling by Design
"From the moment I saw Toni’s beautiful artwork I
knew I had to own at least one piece. I knew it was
going to be amazing but when I unboxed it for the
very first time it literally blew me away. So much
so, I ended up ordering another piece and will
continue to do so when we find our next home.
Toni’s attention to detail is truly amazing and it is
clear that this beautiful lady has a real passion for
creating her art which shines through."
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Sustainability Reporting
At Toni Thornton Art, we pride ourselves in creating and supplying high-class artwork
worldwide, whilst taking responsibility for the carbon footprint we produce along the way,
ensuring that we do our best to future proof this beautiful planet for the generations to follow.
For each of the products we create and offer, sustainability remains one of our most important
values; this will continue to be the case for our brand's lifetime.
Our sustainability ethos applies to many aspects of our business, including the indirect
responsibilities we influence in the decisions we make for the business. Whether it be our
indirect impact on sustainability through our suppliers, materials, packaging, or the emissions
created when shipping products, we will not compromise on the cost or time it takes to be a
responsible organisation.

Zero Waste
Inventory

Due to the number of variations we offer for our limited edition print
collection, we do not hold everything in stock. Each of our limited
edition prints is made to order, allowing us to maintain a zero-waste
inventory. This means we can support climate positive procedures.

Currently, our annual recycled waste is at least 4.5 times greater
than our general waste. We hope to increase this percentage
organically as more of our supply chains switch to recyclable
packaging. Wherever possible we will make the most sustainable
choices for purchases.

We have partnered with Ecologi to help us achieve our sustainability
goals and publish our impact. On top of our monthly subscription to
offset our emissions, we have also committed to planting an
additional five trees for every limited-edition print purchased
through the website.

We will continue to investigate our impact on the climate, assessing
our methods of tracking, offsetting and reducing our carbon
footprint. We will continue to evaluate our business internally and do
whatever we can to be a small but positive cog in the fight against
climate change, preserving this beautiful planet we are so lucky to
inhabit for future generations.

Sustainability
tonithorntonart.com
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A Note from the Artist
"Thank you for taking the time to read about our
business and what we offer here at Toni Thornton Art.
To me, this is more than just a business, this is an
outpouring of many years of study and passion and
within every single piece I create, I hope that this is
echoed. We have an incredible and knowledgeable
team, committed to providing beautiful artwork and
homewares to our valued clients, which not only makes
me extremely proud, but this allows me the creative
freedom as an artist to focus my time nurturing and
building my collections.
Bringing together my artistic direction and your
creative
knowledge
allows
for
a
wonderful
collaboration. Thank you for giving me the inspiration
to paint for you, nothing is more exciting to an artist
than a blank canvas and an exciting brief and we look
forward to hearing yours!"
Toni
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Richard Wilson Productions
Amazing Productions
Richard Wilson Productions
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Contact
Toni Thornton Art®
@t_thornton_art
www.tonithorntonart.com
01977 809048
Unit 4a, Innovation Square,
Featherstone, Pontefract,
WF7 6NX
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